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Among numerous flow resistance formulae for sand-bed channels, this study selected five
for evaluation and in order to cover flow conditions in sand-bed river channels as widely as
possible, a total of 1,636 sets of field measures were collected from the hydrological
stations of two large river systems of China—the Yellow and Yangtze Rivers, in addition to
the data compiled by Brownlie. The performance of the selected formulae in yielding the
values of Manning resistance coefficient n was evaluated against the total of 6,805
datasets. In many cases, the formula of Ma et al. yielded unreasonable n values of <0,
while that of Deng et al. and formulae 1 and 2 of Zhang et al. yielded n values with large
errors. The formula of Wu and Wang yielded n values varying within the scope only in the
case of n < 0.04. By dividing the absolute relative errors (AREs) from the selected formulae
into six groups of 0–0.05, 0.05–1, 0.1–0.2, 0.2–0.5, 0.5–1, and >1, it can be found that, for
all five selected formulae, ARE occurred in the group 0.2–0.5 occupied the largest
percentage, while in each of the adjacent groups of 0.5–1 and 0.1–0.2 it also occupied
a very large percentage. Hence, all five formulae still need to improve their predicting ability.

Keywords: flow resistance, sand-bed channel, large dataset, Manning roughness coefficient, bedforms, error
analysis

INTRODUCTION

There are a plethora of flow resistance formulae available for sand-bed river channels, but river scientists
and engineers have been facing the very difficult problem of selecting a convincing one in practical
problem solving (Zhang et al., 2020). Although the following Manning resistance formula (Manning,
1890; Herschel, 1897) was developed a long time ago to calculate the resistance to flow in fixed-bed open
channels, it still is widely applied to determine the flow resistance of sand-bed river channels:

V � 1
n
R2/3J1/2 (1)

whereV is the average velocity of channel flow, R is the hydraulic radius of the channel, J is the energy
slope of flow, and n is the Manning roughness coefficient.

Because the roughness of a riverbed can be reflected by the size of the sediments composing the
bed, the Manning roughness coefficient n in Eq. 1 has frequently been determined using the
following relationship:
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n � D1/6/A (2)
where D and A are a representative bed sediment size and a
roughness parameter, respectively.

The sediments composing a riverbed, however, are hardly
uniform, and there has been no consensus of opinions on what
size of the non-uniform sediments can represent the role of D in
Eq. 2. While the study by Chang (1939) granted support to the
use of D50, nevertheless, Meyer-Peter and Muller (1948) argued
that it is more appropriate to use D90 to represent D and
consequently found A = 26. However, Maynord (1991) used a
large number of flume data collected from various sources and
identified that the use of particle size D90 gave slightly better
results than the use of D50, with A taking 21.6 and 22.8
respectively for D50 and D90. In the reformulation of the
Meyer-Peter and Muller (1948) equation, Huang (2010) also
discovered that utilizing D50 or D90 had no effect on the
accuracy of flow resistance calculations.

The roughness of a channel can be divided into grain
roughness and form roughness for a riverbed with
bedforms (Einstein, 1952; Engelund, 1961). While it has
been assumed that a representative size of riverbed
sediments, such as D90 or D65, may accurately reflect the
grain roughness of a flat riverbed (Engelund and Hansen,
1967; van Rijn, 1982; Kamphuis, 1974; Zhang et al.,2012a;
Zhang et al., 2012b; Niazkar et al., 2019), form roughness is
closely related to the strength of flow acting on a channel bed,
usually reflected with the Shields parameter (Yalin, 1963; van
Rijn, 1984). Using data from the Compendium of Solids
Transport Data compiled by Brownlie (1981), nevertheless,
Peterson and Peterson (1988) made a comparison of the bed
roughness values between observational data and the results
calculated from different flow resistance formulae and
commented that the commonly applied formulae with the
Shields parameter as the sole factor were insufficient.
Importantly, they demonstrated that the roughness of a
mobile bed is also a function of the Froude number (Fr)
and a dimensionless settling velocity (Zhang et al., 1998). On
the basis of both physical reasoning and dimensional analysis,
Wu and Wang (1999) proposed a relationship to determine
the roughness of a mobile bed by relating the roughness
parameter A in Eq. 2 to a non-dimensional shear stress
parameter and Fr. Importantly, they tested the relationship
with a large number of data observed in experimental flumes
and fields collected from different sources and demonstrated
that the values of n computed using their relationship yielded
results consistent with the measured data at a much higher
level than when using the other methods. Table 1 presents the
selection of a representative sediment size D and the

corresponding value of roughness parameter A by different
investigators.

In contrast to the approach of selecting a representative
sediment size D in Eq. 2, many studies determined the value
of the Manning roughness coefficient n in Eq. 1 directly from a
statistical analysis of field observations. Using field observations
from the lower Yellow River, Chien andWan (1983) analyzed the
variation of n at various flow and sediment conditions and
consequently recognized that n is closely related to both of the
relative strength of tractive force and sediment sizeD65. Zhao and
Zhang (1997) presented a detailed physical analysis of the effects
of the rough thickness of channel bed on flow velocity, and a
relationship expressing n as a complex function of flow depth,
sediment sizeD50, and Fr received a high level of validation with a
larger number of field observations obtained from the lower reach
of the Yellow River. By reanalyzing the flume experimental data
provided by Guy et al. (1966) and field observations at stations
located in the middle and lower reaches of the Yellow River,
however, Deng et al. (2007) identified that n had a poor
relationship with flow discharge and depth, but increased
initially and then decreased with an increase in sediment
concentration. Importantly, they found that n had a good
relationship with Fr and that a power function was shown to
be fitting the collected data well.

Using 64 sets of data observed in experimental flumes and
more than 1,000 sets of data measured during 1958–1959 at six
hydrological stations located in the lower reach of the Yellow
River, Ma et al. (2017) evaluated the performance of three
roughness formulae proposed respectively by van Rijn (1984),
Zhao and Zhang (1997), and Qin et al. (1995). They identified
that the formula of Zhao and Zhang fitted best the observations
from natural rivers, while the van Rijn formula performed well in
laboratory flumes. In addition, Ma et al. (2017) reanalyzed the
collected data, and their statistical regression results
demonstrated that n showed a very close relationship with Fr.
Recently, Zhang et al. (2020) presented a systematic review of the
progress on the determination of the roughness of a moving bed
channel and highlighted the need to treat Fr as a primary
parameter in the establishment of a practically useful flow
resistance formula. Consequently, they proposed two formulae
to determine n. The first formula is in a relatively simple form
considering the effect of Fr only, while the second formula is in a
comprehensive form taking into account the effects of Fr,
sediment size D50, roughness parameter A, and the von
Kármán constant that reflects the effect of sediment
concentration on flow energy consumption. While complex in
form, the second formula had a much higher level of accuracy.
The validation of the two roughness formulae clearly showed that
the results generated by both were in a good agreement with a

TABLE 1 | Comparisons of A and D for different investigators.

Parameter Meyer-Peter
and Müller (1948)

Jaeger (1961) Maynord (1991) Wu and Wang (1999)

D D90 D50 D50 D90 D50

A 26 21.1 21.6 22.8 20
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large number of data measured from natural rivers, although
deviating slightly from observations in experimental flumes.

It is apparent that most flow resistance formulae were derived
with reference to the data observed from experimental flumes and/or
from natural rivers collected or conducted by original author(s),
supplemented with some data obtained by one or several other
researchers. Furthermore, the performance of a formula has often
been assessed tentatively based on its agreement with a limited
amount of data collected. In addition, there is considerable overlap of
the data employed in the development of many formulae, with data
incorporated in the subsequent evaluations of their performance. All
of these contributed to the proliferation rather than the
consolidation of flow resistance formulae for mobile-bed channels
(Mark Powell, 2014; Ferro, 2018a; Ferro, 2018b; Di Stefano et al.,
2020; Carollo and Ferro, 2021; Nicosia et al., 2021; Yadav et al.,
2022). So far, none of the previously developed formulae has been
either universally accepted or recognized as being especially
appropriate for practical application. Although the performance
of many formulae had been evaluated under a relatively wide
range of hydraulic conditions, either from laboratory and/or from
the field (e.g., Huang et al., 2004; Zhang, 2012a; Zhang, 2012b; Zhang
et al., 2020), a collection of more observational datasets has become
possible recently, and it is necessary to evaluate which flow resistance
formula can give better predictions. For this purpose, this
study selected flow resistance formulae for mobile-bed
channels that have been most quoted in the literature and
collected observational data wide in varying ranges and large
in number from various sources. A set of statistical indicators
was then used to evaluate the performance of the selected
formulae against a large observational dataset collected in
this study.

SELECTION OF FORMULAE

The selection of formulae for evaluation in this study was mainly
in terms of popularity and the number and range of data used for
developing them. From a detailed literature review of the progress
on the development of the formulae, those developed by Wu and
Wang (1999), Deng et al. (2007), Ma et al. (2017), and Zhang et al.
(2020) satisfied these criteria and so were selected.

The flow resistance formula developed by Wu and Wang
(1999) takes a form of:

lg
A

g1/2F1/3 � 0.911 − 0.273lgT − 0.051(lgT)2 + 0.135(lgT)3 (3)

where g is the acceleration due to gravity, Fr is the Froude number
(� V/

���
gh

√
, where h is the flow depth), and T is the non-

dimensional shear stress of flow acting on the riverbed sediments.
To obtain the value of T in Eq. 3, the following relationships

need to be applied:

T � τ′/τc50; τ′ � (n′
n
)3/2

τ; n′ � D1/6
50

20
; τ � gRJ (4)

where τ′, τc50, n’, and τ are respectively the shear stress of flow
acting on the riverbed sediments, the critical shear stress with D50

representing the size of bed sediments, the grain roughness
coefficient, and the shear stress of flow acting on the channel
boundary, in which the critical shear stress τc50 was determined
from the following relationships given by Chien and Wan (1983)
after their modification of the Shields curve:

τc50(γs − γ)D50
� 0.126D−0.44

p ; Dp � D50(γs − γ

γ

g

]2
)1/3

(5)

where ] is the kinematic viscosity coefficient in square
centimeters per second cm2/s.

By reanalyzing the flume experimental data provided by Guy
et al. (1966) and field observations at stations located in the
middle and lower reaches of the Yellow River, Deng et al. (2007)
obtained the following power–function relationship between n
and Fr by using a statistical regression method:

n � 0.005Fr−0.7336 (6)
Using 64 sets of data observed in experimental flumes and more
than 1,000 sets of data measured during 1958–1959 at six
hydrological stations located in the lower reach of the Yellow
River, based on data from both experimental flumes and field
measurements in the Lower Yellow River, Ma et al. (2017)
developed the following regression formula:

n � −0.0124lnFr + 0.0009 (7)
Zhang et al. (2020) proposed two flow resistance relationships:

the simple one, referred to as formula 1 of Zhang et al. in this
study, takes the form

n � 0.01
0.1 + 1.85Fr

(8)

When the influences of bed materials and sediment
concentration on flow energy expenditure were taken into
account, Zhang et al. (2020) presented a more comprehensive
formula, referred to as formula 2 of Zhang et al. in this study,
taking the form

n � 0.9D1/6
50 (κ/κ0)1/5

A50(0.1 + 1.85Fr) (9)

where κ is the Karman coefficient of flow, κ0 � 0.4. κ has a
relationship with sediment concentration SV in the form

κ � κ0(1 − 4.2
��
SV

√ (0.365 − SV)) (10)
The sources and other details pertaining to the development of
the five formulae selected above are summarized in Table 2.

DATA SOURCES

Laboratory and Field Data Compiled by
Brownlie (1981)
The datasets compiled by Brownlie (1981) contained 7,027
records (5,263 laboratory records and 1,764 field records) in
77 data files. All of the records were collected from various studies
conducted during the 20th century and provide a historically
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complete set of alluvial channel observations. This data collection
was inspired by the data compendium of Peterson and Howells
(1973), and in comparison with previous data compendiums, this
compendium corrected early errors, completed omissions, and
added about 2,500 new records consisting of 10 basic hydraulic
parameters. If no data were available, it was recorded as −1.

Data From the Yellow and Yangtze Rivers
In the drainage basins of the Yellow and Yangtze Rivers,
numerous hydrological stations have been set up by the state
government of China since the 1950s, and themeasured data have
been made available in hydrological almanacs, including flow
discharge, slope, sediment concentration, average velocity,
channel width, flow depth, median size of bed material, and
the Manning resistance coefficient (Ma and Huang, 2016; Yellow
River hydrological almanac, 2019). This study collected the
measured data from the hydrological stations at Huayuankou,
Jiahetan, Gaocun, Sunkou, Luokou, Tuchengzi, and Lijin in the
Lower Yellow River, at Shizuishan (II), Bayan Gaole, and
Toudaoguai in the upper reach of the Yellow River, and at
Xianyang (II), Lintong, and Huaxian in the main tributary of
the Weihe River. In the Yangtze River basin, the data collected
were from the hydrological stations at Yichang, Luoshan, Datong,
Jianli, Chenjiawan, and Xinchang in the trunk river and at Buhe,
Hanjiang, Xincheng, and Guchen in the main tributaries.

In the following evaluation of the performance of the five selected
formulae, datasets that lacked any of D50, gradient, water
temperature, and sediment concentration and had a value of <6
for the width/depth ratio were removed from the original data in
order to maintain consistency with the studies by van Rijn (1984)

and Peterson and Peterson (1988). As a result, 3,327 datasets (3,623
from experimental flumes and 1,546 from the field) compiled by
Brownlie (1981) and 958 field datasets from the Yellow and Yangtze
Rivers were selected. The sources and varying ranges of the
parameters used in this study are provided in Table 3. All
datasets are presented in Supplementary Data Sheet S1.

In a comparison of the information presented in Tables 2 and
3, it is clearly seen in Table 2 that the datasets used in this study
are larger than those used in the development and validation of
each of the five flow resistance formulae selected. In the following
analysis, each of the five formulae was examined in light
of all datasets collected. Except for minor amendments,
which have been discussed in the computational procedure of

TABLE 2 | The flow resistance formulae investigated in this study.

Formula Data source Number of data

Flume Field Total

Wu and Wang (1999) Gilbert (1914), Meyer-Peter and Muller (1948), East Parkistan Water and Power Development Authority
(1967), Taylor (1971), Samaga et al. (1986), Liu (1986), Kuhnle (1993), Wilcock and McArdell (1993), Black
Susitna River, Mississippi River, hydrological data of the Yellow River basin

375 436 811

Deng et al. (2007) Summary of alluvial channel data from flume experiments, 1956–1961 by Guy et al. (1966), hydrological
data of the Yellow River basin

230 110 340

Ma et al. (2017) Flume experiments of Wang (1990), hydrological data of the Yellow River basin 64 1,121 1,185
Formulas 1 and 2 of Zhang et al.
(2020)

Hydrological data of the Yellow River basin, hydrological data of the Yangtze River basin 0 2,334 2,334

This study Laboratory data and field data by Brownlie (1981), hydrological data of the Yellow River basin, hydrological
data of the Yangtze River basin

3,623 3,182 6,805

TABLE 3 | Datasets used in this study.

Data
source

N Q
(m3/s)

V
(m/s)

Fr B
(m)

H
(m)

J
(10–4)

D50

(mm)
S

(kg/
m3)

Laboratory data of Brownlie 3,623 0.01–2.21 0.10–2.35 0.08–3.51 0.08–2.44 0.01–0.86 0.019–36.7 0.011–20.20 0–111
Field data of Brownlie 1,546 0.06–28,825.68 0.19–3.32 0.04–1.05 3.05–1,109.47 0.04–17.28 0.003–12.6 0.083–76.11 0–11.4
Data from the Yellow and Yangtze
Rivers

1,636 12.9–46,600 0.074–3.33 0.0001–0.71 0.19–3.33 0.45–18.70 0.11–6.33 0.027–0.712 0–320

TABLE 4 | Statistical parameters and expressions.

Statistical parameters Expression

Root mean square error
RMSE �

����������∑N

i�1 (Pi−Oi )2
N−1

√
Correlation coefficient

CD � ∑N

i�1(Oi− �O)(Pi− �P)∑N

i�1 (Oi− �O)2∑N

i�1 (Pi− �P)2

Nash coefficient
NA � 1 − ∑N

i�1 (Pi−Oi )2∑N

i�1 (Oi− �O)2

Absolute relative error
ARE � 100

N ∑N
i�1

|Pi−Oi |
Oi

Relative error
RE � 100

N ∑N
i�1

Pi−Oi
Oi
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the Ma et al. (2017) formula, each formula was applied in a
precise manner specified by the original author(s).

METHOD OF EVALUATION

To evaluate the performance of the five formulae against the large
datasets collected in this study, several statistical parameters were
adopted in this study. Table 4 shows the expressions of these
parameters. RMSE is the root mean square error between the
observed data and computed results, CD is the square of
Pearson’s correlation coefficient that reflects the proportion of the

total variance in the observed data, and NA is the Nash coefficient
that evaluates the agreement between the computed and observed
values, with NA = 1 indicating perfect agreement between the
computed and observed values. Furthermore, ARE (absolute
relative error), computed as the ratio of the absolute error
between the prediction and observation results to the observed
value, was used to depict whether the predicted value was
overestimated or underestimated. RE (relative error) was also
used, and an MSE = 0 means that the computed value agreed
perfectly with the observed value on the whole, while RE > 0 or
RE < 0 indicate respectively that an overestimation or an
underestimation occurred. Moreover, the percentages of data with

FIGURE 1 | Computed n values against the observed n valued for the laboratory data of Brownlie. (A)Wu and Wang formula. (B) Deng et al. formula. (C)Ma et al.
formula. (D) Formula 1 of Zhang et al. (E) Formula 2 of Zhang et al.
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TABLE 5 | Statistical results for the laboratory data of Brownlie.

Formula RMSE CD NA P25

(%)
P50

(%)
POE (%) ARE (%) RE (%)

Wu and Wang (1999) 0.005 0.351 0.005 52.36 82.86 77.73 29.18 22.08
Deng et al. (2007) 0.008 0.253 −1.564 24.70 66.74 8.50 41.32 −35.46
Ma et al. (2017) 0.009 0.257 −1.940 33.98 65.33 20.12 44.37 −29.94
Formula 1 of Zhang et al. (2020) 0.007 0.255 −1.112 35.05 74.28 18.99 36.74 −22.39
Formula 2 of Zhang et al. (2020) 0.007 0.224 −1.063 39.11 78.19 33.70 37.60 −7.12

RMSE, root mean square error; CD, square of Pearson’s correlation coefficient; NA, Nash coefficient; P25, percentage of the data with a relative error of 25%; P50, percentage of the data
with a relative error of ≤50; POE, percentage of the data with an overestimated error; ARE, absolute relative error; RE, relative error.

FIGURE 2 |Computed n values against the observed n values for the field data of Brownlie. (A)Wu andWang formula. (B)Deng et al. formula. (C)Ma et al. formula.
(D) Formula 1 of Zhang et al. (E) Formula 2 of Zhang et al.
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relative errors of ≤50% and 25% (P50 and P25, respectively) and the
percentages of the data with an overestimated error (POE) were also
deployed (Nash and Sutcliffe, 1970; Bjerklie et al., 2005; López et al.,
2007).

PERFORMANCE OF THE SELECTED
FORMULAE IN DIFFERENT DATASETS

Laboratory Data of Brownlie
In terms of the laboratory data compiled by Brownlie (1981), the
values of n computed from the five selected formulae against the
observed counterparts are presented in Figure 1. It can be seen
from Figures 1A–E that the differences between the computed
and the observed values of n varied beyond the range of 2:1–1:2
(ratio of the computed to the observed). In many cases, the Ma
et al. formula even yielded unreasonable results of <0, as shown in
Figure 1C. Relatively speaking, nevertheless, the values of n
computed using the formula of Wu and Wang were closer to
the observed counterparts, typically when n was <0.04.

The statistical results on the correlation of the values of n
computed from the five formulae against the observed
counterparts in terms of the laboratory data of Brownlie are
provided in Table 5. The correlation coefficient (CD) of the
results computed using the formula of Wu and Wang was 0.351,
the highest among the five formulae, while the other four yielded
correlation coefficient results of generally <0.3. Among the NA
values of the five formulae, only that by Wu and Wang yielded
results with NA > 0, manifesting that the results were generally
closer to the average level of the observations; that is, the points in
Figure 1A are much more evenly distributed on both sides of the
1:1 line. All of these indicated that the formula of Wu and Wang
outperformed the other four equations in Brownlie’s
laboratory data.

Field Data of Brownlie
Using the field data compiled by Brownlie (1981), the values of n
computed from each formula against the observed n values are
presented in Figures 2A–E. It can be noticed from Figure 2 that
the differences between the computed and the observed values of
n varied beyond the range of 2:1–1:2 (ratio of the computed to the
observed). Relatively speaking, nevertheless, the distribution of
the n values computed using the Wu and Wang formula against
the observed n values was much less scattered than those
computed using the other four formulae.

The performance of the five selected formulae in the field data
of Brownlie is summarized in Table 6. The CD computed using
formula 2 of Zhang et al. was 0.333, which is the highest among
the five formulae, while the CD values of the other four formulae
were <0.3. Although the AREs of the results computed using
formula 2 of Zhang et al. and the formula of Wu and Wang took
smaller values of 31.4% and 23.5%, respectively, their P50 values
were respectively 92.3% and 81.37%, indicating that the results
computed using the Wu and Wang formula and formula 2 of
Zhang et al. fitted the observed values at respective degrees of
92.3% and 81.37% within an error of 50%. Hence, the Wu and
Wang formula yielded results best fitting the observed values
among the five selected formulae.

Data From the Yellow and Yangtze Rivers
Using data collected from the hydrological stations in the main
tributaries and the trunk reach of the Yellow and Yangtze Rivers,
the values of n computed from the five selected formulae against
the observed values of n are presented in Figures 3A–E. It can be
seen that, except for the results computed using the Wu and
Wang formula, the differences between the values of n computed
from the other four formulae and the observed n varied within the
range of 2:1–1:2 (ratio of the computed to the observed).
Relatively speaking, nevertheless, the values of n computed
using formula 1 of Zhang et al. were distributed more
uniformly on both sides of the 1:1 line and so fitted the
observations to the highest level among the five selected formulae.

The statistical results of the performance of the five formulae in
the data collected from the drainage basins of the Yellow and Yangtze
Rivers are shown in Table 7. The CD values of the results computed
using theDeng et al. formula,Ma et al. formula, and formulae 1 and 2
of Zhang et al. were all very high, respectively 0.87, 0.871, 0.88, and
0.896, and the AREs of the results computed using the four formulae
were no larger than 22.3%. In addition, the NA and P50 of the results
computed using the four formulae were all larger than 0.6% and 95%,
respectively. On the contrary, the results computed using theWu and
Wang formula only had values of 0.679 for CD, 51.83% for ARE,
0.173 for NA, and 57.46% for P50. Except for the Wu and Wang
formula, hence, the other four selected formulae were all able to yield
results best fitting the observed values.

All Datasets
In terms of the laboratory and field data compiled by Brownlie
(1981) and the data collected from the hydrological stations in the
main tributaries and the trunk reach of the Yellow and Yangtze

TABLE 6 | Statistical results for the field data of Brownlie.

Formula RMSE CD NA P25

(%)
P50

(%)
POE (%) ARE (%) RE (%)

Wu and Wang (1999) 0.009 0.181 −0.189 59.06 92.30 43.34 23.50 −1.70
Deng et al. (2007) 0.015 0.154 −2.391 24.26 47.35 9.31 44.60 −39.10
Ma et al. (2017) 0.013 0.216 −1.444 34.22 66.36 19.34 37.10 −28.00
Formula 1 of Zhang et al. (2020) 0.014 0.165 −1.6 30.72 62.87 25.36 38.90 −22.60
Formula 2 of Zhang et al. (2020) 0.011 0.333 −0.744 40.49 81.37 26.33 31.40 −16.60

RMSE, root mean square error; CD, square of Pearson’s correlation coefficient; NA, Nash coefficient; P25, percentage of the data with a relative error of 25%; P50, percentage of the data
with a relative error of ≤50; POE, percentage of the data with an overestimated error; ARE, absolute relative error; RE, relative error.
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FIGURE 3 | Computed n values against the observed n values for the data from the Yellow and Yangtze Rivers. (A)Wu and Wang formula. (B) Deng et al. formula.
(C) Ma et al. formula. (D) Formula 1 of Zhang et al. (E) Formula 2 of Zhang et al.

TABLE 7 | Statistical results for data from the Yellow and Yangtze Rivers.

Formula RMSE CD NA P25

(%)
P50

(%)
POE (%) ARE (%) RE (%)

Wu and Wang (1999) 0.009 0.679 0.173 33.25 57.46 85.57 51.83 47.68
Deng et al. (2007) 0.006 0.87 0.605 58.99 97.37 18.64 22.30 −16.98
Ma et al. (2017) 0.005 0.871 0.726 34.22 97.74 30.26 18.78 0.63
Formula 1 of Zhang et al. (2020) 0.004 0.88 0.776 70.17 96.39 52.08 19.32 2.91
Formula 1 of Zhang et al. (2020) 0.004 0.896 0.782 75.79 95.54 53.30 17.96 4.84

RMSE, root mean square error; CD, square of Pearson’s correlation coefficient; NA, Nash coefficient; P25, percentage of the data with a relative error of 25%; P50, percentage of the data
with a relative error of ≤50; POE, percentage of the data with an overestimated error; ARE, absolute relative error; RE, relative error.
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FIGURE 4 |Computed n values against observed n values for all datasets. (A)Wu andWang formula. (B)Deng et al. formula. (C)Ma et al. formula. (D) Formula 1 of
Zhang et al. (E) Formula 2 of Zhang et al.

TABLE 8 | Statistical results for all datasets.

Formula RMSE CD NA P25

(%)
P50

(%)
POE (%) ARE (%) RE (%)

Wu and Wang (1999) 0.002 0.597 0.310 49.29 50.71 71.80 33.35 22.67
Deng et al. (2007) 0.010 0.579 -0.300 32.84 67.16 11.12 37.49 −31.91
Ma et al. (2017) 0.009 0.551 -0.126 42.63 57.37 26.61 36.57 −22.18
Formula 1 of Zhang et al. (2020) 0.009 0.578 0.001 42.51 57.49 28.39 33.04 −16.41
Formula 2 of Zhang et al. (2020) 0.008 0.620 0.196 48.24 51.76 36.74 31.46 −6.45

RMSE, root mean square error; CD, square of Pearson’s correlation coefficient; NA, Nash coefficient; P25, percentage of the data with a relative error of 25%; P50, percentage of the data
with a relative error of ≤50; POE, percentage of the data with an overestimated error; ARE, absolute relative error; RE, relative error.
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Rivers in this study, the values of n computed from each selected
formula against the observed n values are presented in Figures
4A–E. It can be seen that the formula of Ma et al. yielded an
unreasonable result of n < 0 in many cases (Figure 4C). While the
formula of Deng et al. and formulae 1 and 2 of Zhang et al. yielded
results varying significantly beyond the range of 2:1–1:2 (ratio of the
computed to the observed), the formula of Wu and Wang yielded
results varyingmostly within the scope, typically in cases of n < 0.04.

Statistical results of the performance of the five selected
formulae in all datasets used in this study are shown in
Table 8. The CD values of the results computed using all five
formulae were not very high and varied within the small range of
0.551–0.62. The AREs of the results computed using the five
formulae were considerably small and also varied within the small
range of 31.46%–37.49%. However, the NA values of the results
computed using the Deng et al. formula, the Ma et al. formula,
and formula 1 of Zhang et al. were negative or very close to 0,
while the NA values of the results computed using the formula of
Wu and Wang and formula 2 of Zhang et al. were positive, with
theWu andWang formula yielding a much larger NA of 0.31. All
of these demonstrated that formula 2 of Zhang et al. and the
formula of Wu and Wang were the most appropriate in all
datasets, despite their low calculation accuracy.

DISTRIBUTION OF RELATIVE ERRORS
AND PERFORMANCE RANKING

The AREs of n (computed n −Observed n)/Observed n) by all five
selected formulae were computed for the three datasets, i.e., the
laboratory data and field data compiled by Brownlie (1981) and the
data from the drainage basins of the Yellow and Yangtze Rivers

collected in this study. The distribution of AREs in the six groups of
0–0.05, 0.05–1, 0.1–0.2, 0.2–0.5, 0.5–1, and >1 is presented inTable 9
and shown in Figure 5. In the laboratory data of Brownlie, the AREs
in the group 0.2–0.5 by all five selected formulae occupied around
60%, and there was a very small difference among the percentages in
the group for the five formulae. The AREs in the group 0.5–1
occupied around 20%, while the AREs of each of the other
groups occupied a very small percentage (Figure 5A).

In the field data of Brownlie, however, the AREs in the groups
of 0.2–0.5 and 0.5–1 by all five formulae occupied large and nearly
equal percentages of around 35%, while those in each of the other
groups occupied only a very small percentage (Figure 5B). In the
data from the Yellow and Yangtze Rivers, the AREs in the two
groups of 0.1–0.2 and 0.2–0.5 by all five formulae occupied large
and nearly equal percentages of slightly larger than 30%, while the
AREs in the two groups of 0.05–0.1 and <0.05 occupied nearly
equal percentages of about 18% (Figure 5C). Overall, it was
obvious that the relative errors in the range of 0.2–0.5 accounted
for the biggest percentage, with each of the nearby groups of 0.5–1
and 0.1–0.2 accounting for a sizable portion as well. This clearly
manifests that the AREs by all five flow resistance formulae
occupied a very large percentage almost in the same range of
0.1–1; hence, the five formulae needed to improve their predicting
ability. Importantly, it is noticeable from Table 9 and Figure 5
that the AREs by each of the five selected flow resistance formulae
were considerably large among the three datasets used.

The formula of Wu and Wang performed better in the
laboratory and field data of Brownie, with ARE <30%. In the
data from the Yellow and Yangtze Rivers, nevertheless, ARE
>50% and the group of ARE >100% still accounted for 14.67% of
the total. The formula of Deng et al. considerably yielded large
values of 41.3% and 44.6% for ARE in the laboratory data and

TABLE 9 | Distribution of the prediction ratios

Data source Distribution of (Computed − Observed)/Observed ARE (%)

0.00–0.05 (%) 0.05–0.1 (%) 0.1–0.2 (%) 0.2–0.5 (%) 0.5–1 (%) >1 (%)

Formula of Wu and Wang
Laboratory data of Brownlie 6.13 6.13 9.63 60.97 16.12 1.02 29.18
Field data of Brownlie 4.46 11.77 23.29 43.08 7.24 6.27 23.50
Yellow River and Yangtze River 6.66 6.42 14.12 30.26 27.87 14.67 51.83

Formula of Deng et al.
Laboratory data of Brownlie 1.08 0.97 2.32 62.38 32.46 0.80 41.32
Field data of Brownlie 4.46 4.53 8.60 29.75 52.26 6.21 44.60
Yellow River and Yangtze River 11.67 11.86 25.00 48.84 2.63 0.00 22.30

Formula of Ma et al.
Laboratory data of Brownlie 2.13 2.57 4.53 56.11 26.00 8.67 44.37
Field data of Brownlie 5.76 8.21 15.59 36.80 33.25 6.21 37.10
Yellow River and Yangtze River 16.93 15.10 26.41 39.30 2.20 0.06 18.78

Formula 1 of Zhang et al.
Laboratory data of Brownlie 1.90 2.26 4.72 65.39 23.93 1.79 36.74
Field data of Brownlie 8.93 6.73 10.09 37.13 35.58 7.37 38.90
Yellow River and Yangtze River 16.20 13.88 28.73 37.59 3.55 0.06 19.32

Formula 2 of Zhang et al.
Laboratory data of Brownlie 2.43 2.68 5.58 67.51 18.11 3.70 37.60
Field data of Brownlie 10.16 10.03 12.81 48.38 17.98 6.47 31.40
Yellow River and Yangtze River 17.18 16.87 30.75 30.75 4.40 0.06 17.96
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field data of Brownlie, respectively. In the data from the Yellow
and Yangtze Rivers, nevertheless, the formula allowed ARE to
take a relatively small value of 22.3%, and the group of ARE <0.5
occupied a very large percentage of 97.37% of the total. The
formula of Ma et al. also yielded considerably large values of
44.37% and 33.1% for ARE in the laboratory data and field data of
Brownlie, respectively. In the data from the Yellow and Yangtze
Rivers, the formula allowed ARE to take a considerably small
value of 18.78%, and the group of ARE <0.5 occupied 97.74% of
the total. Hence, the formulae of Deng et al. and Ma et al.
performed best in the data from the Yellow and Yangtze

Rivers among the three datasets used. Formulae 1 and 2 of
Zhang et al. yielded relatively small values of <40% for ARE
in the laboratory data and field data of Brownlie, respectively. In
the data from the Yellow and Yangtze Rivers, meanwhile, the
formulae allowed ARE to take considerably small values of
19.32% and 17.96%, and the group of ARE <0.5 occupied
96.39% and 95.54% of the total. Hence, formulae 1 and 2 of
Zhang et al. both performed well in the data from the Yellow and
Yangtze Rivers among the three datasets used.

Because different formulae performed at considerably
different levels in the different datasets used, ARE appears a

FIGURE 5 | Distribution of the IC50 values by the five selected formulae. (A) Laboratory data of Brownlie. (B) Field data of Brownlie. (C) Data from the Yellow and
Yangtze Rivers.
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suitable index to evaluate the performance of the five selected flow
resistance formulae in the three datasets. Assuming that the
performance of a formula can be ranked to the highest level
“I” when 0 < ARE < 20%, to the relatively high level “II” when
20% < ARE < 30%, to the moderate level “III” when 30%
< ARE < 40%, to the relatively low level “IV” when 40%
< ARE < 50%, and to the lowest level “V” when ARE > 50%,
the detailed ranks of the performance of the five selected flow
resistance formulae in the three datasets are provided in Table 10.

It can be clearly seen from Table 10 that the formula of Ma
et al. and formulae 1 and 2 of Zhang et al. gained the highest rank
I in the data from the Yellow and Yangtze Rivers, while they
gained the moderate rank III or the relatively low rank IV in the
laboratory and field data of Brownlie. In contrast, the formula of
Wu andWang gained the relatively high rank II in the laboratory
and field data of Brownlie, yet the lowest rank V in the data from
the Yellow and Yangtze Rivers. Within the two relatively extremal
cases, the formula of Deng et al. gained a relatively low rank IV in
the laboratory and field data of Brownlie and also a relatively high
rank II in the data from the Yellow and Yangtze Rivers.

CONCLUSION

Among the numerous flow resistance formulae for sand-bed
channels, this study selected five for evaluation in terms of
theoretical advances and the scope and quantity of the data used
in the development, including those developed by Wu and Wang
(1999), Deng et al. (2007),Ma et al. (2017), and Zhang et al. (2020). In
order to cover flow conditions in sand-bed river channels as widely as
possible, this study collected 1,636 sets of field measures from the

hydrological stations in two large river systems of China (the Yellow
and Yangtze Rivers), in addition to the data compiled by Brownlie
(1981) that, in complete form, included 3,623 sets of laboratory data
and 1,546 sets of field data from different nations and areas. The
conclusion of this paper is generally used in alluvial rivers. A detailed
statistical analysis of the performance of the five selected flow
resistance formulae in yielding the values of the Manning
resistance coefficient n using the very large number of datasets,
6,805 sets in total, led to the following important findings:

1) The formula of Wu and Wang yielded n values best fitting the
laboratory and field data of Brownie, yet fitting the data from
the Yellow and Yangtze Rivers at a relatively low degree. In
contrast, the formula of Ma et al. and formulae 1 and 2 of
Zhang et al. yielded n values fitting the data from the Yellow
and Yangtze Rivers at a very high degree, yet fitting the
laboratory and field data of Brownie at a moderate degree.
The formula of Deng et al. yielded n values fitting the
laboratory and field data of Brownlie and the data from the
Yellow and Yangtze Rivers both at a relatively low degree.

2) In all datasets, the Ma et al. formula yielded unreasonable n
values of <0 in many cases, while the formula of Deng et al.
and formulae 1 and 2 of Zhang et al. yielded n values varying
considerably beyond the range of 2:1–1:2. Nevertheless, the
Wu andWang formula yielded n values varying mostly within
the scope, typically in cases of n < 0.04.

3) By dividing the AREs from the five selected formulae into six
groups of 0–0.05, 0.05–1, 0.1–0.2, 0.2–0.5, 0.5–1, and >1, it can
be found that, for all five selected formulae, the AREs in the
group 0.2–0.5 occupied the largest percentage, while each of
the adjacent groups of 0.5–1 and 0.1–0.2 occupied a very large
percentage. This means that all five formulae needed to
enhance the accuracy of their predicting capability.

4) The formula of Ma et al. and formulae 1 and 2 of Zhang et al.
gained the highest rank for fitting the data from the Yellow
and Yangtze Rivers, yet gained a moderate rank or a relatively
low rank for the laboratory and field data of Brownlie. In
contrast, the Wu and Wang formula gained a relatively high
rank for the laboratory and field data of Brownlie, yet gained
the lowest rank for the data from the Yellow and Yangtze
Rivers. Within the two relatively extremal cases, the formula
of Deng et al. gained a relatively low rank for the laboratory
and field data of Brownlie, yet gained a relatively high rank for
the data from the Yellow and Yangtze Rivers.
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